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dCS PUCCINI Drawer-loading, duallaser SACD/CD player with digital
volume and balance controls, and
upsampling of CD data to DSD or
PCM. Digital inputs: 2 S/PDIF on RCA
jacks. Word clock In/Out (TTL) on
75-ohm BNC jacks. Digital outputs: 2
S/PDIF on RCA jacks. Analog outputs:
balanced on XLR jacks, unbalanced
on RCA jacks. Maximum output
level: 2V or 6V, selectable. Output
impedance: 3 ohms balanced,
52 ohms unbalanced. Frequency
response: 10Hz–20kHz, ±0.1dB, Filter
1, CD and SACD playback. Channel
separation: >80dB, 20Hz–20kHz.
Noise: <–100dB, 20Hz–20kHz.
Power consumption: 30W typical,
40W maximum. Control software:
v1.12. Display software: v1.20.
DIMENSIONS 18.1" (460mm) W by
4.4" (110mm) H by 15.8" (400mm)
D. Weight: 26.6 lbs (12.1kg).
SERIAL NUMBER OF UNIT
REVIEWED DPR6098.
PRICE $17,999.
dCS PUCCINI U-CLOCK master
word clock. Inputs: USB B-type for
audio data; accepts data with bit
depths up to 24 and sample rates up

SACD/CD PLAYBACK SYSTEM

I

t’s now 10 years since the launch of the two high-resolution audio disc formats,
SACD and DVD-Audio. Yet, perhaps partly because both were hobbled in various
ways to please the record industry, perhaps partly because too many supposed
hi-rez releases sounded no better than CD, and perhaps partly because record
retailers weren’t sure how to display the formats to their best advantage, neither
took off in any substantive way. DVD-A disappeared, and SACD survived only
as a niche format for high-quality classical releases in both two- and multichannel
forms. As we got deeper into the same decade, digital technology, despite various
sparks and flashes, went into the doldrums. Mainstream digital technology was increasingly concerned with squashing the music into fewer and more portable bits, not
with increased sound quality. Even the concept of “CD sound quality” began to seem
an unattainable goal, as MP3 files became the dominant music carrier.
But a funny thing happened. MP3s may have sounded mediocre, but they accustomed the mainstream to regard the personal computer as another source of
music. And if you can play MP3s on your
PC, why not files of higher resolution?
to 96kHz. Outputs: TTL word clock on The breakthrough, I believe, came in
75-ohm BNC jacks (4) at 44.1kHz or
fall 2003, when Apple released v.4.5 of
48kHz; digital audio data via S/PDIF
its iTunes program, along with a lossless
on RCA jacks (2). Clock accuracy:
version of its AAC codec, which allowed
better than ±1ppm when shipped
playback of true CD-quality music with(guaranteed for 12 months from
out as much of the penalty of hard-drive
shipping), typically ±0.1ppm when
space imposed by uncompressed files.
shipped and stabilized. Power conThen there was no obstacle to playing
sumption: 3W typical, 6W maximum.
back files of greater resolution or bandDIMENSIONS 18.1" (460mm) W by
width than CD!
2.3" (58mm) H by 15.8" (400mm)
The past three years have seen an exploD. Weight: 16.7 lbs (7.6kg).
sion in the ways of playing high-resolution
SERIAL NUMBER OF UNIT
files from computers. There are D/A proREVIEWED None found.
cessors that accept data via WiFi or EtherPRICE $4999.
net; there are D/A processors that connect
to a computer via USB or FireWire links;
BOTH:
and there are USB-to-S/PDIF convertFINISHES Black, silver.
ers that allow a computer to be used with
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF
a legacy DAC. On the other side of the
DEALERS 24. Warranty: 3 years
fence, manufacturers such as Lynx, RME,
parts & labor from date originally
and ASUS are making soundcards with
shipped from dCS, nontransferable.
true high-end performance, and some
MANUFACTURER dCS (Data
computers come with optical S/PDIF
Conversion Systems), Ltd., Mull
outputs, these usually mounting the optiHouse, Great Chesterford Court,
cal driver at the inner end of a conventional
Great Chesterford, Saffron Walden
3.5mm stereo jack. And manufacturers of
CB10 1PF, England, UK. Web: www.
high-end disc players and even integrated
dcsltd.co.uk. US distributor: dCS
amplifiers—take a bow, Peachtree’s NoAmerica, PO Box 544, 3057 Nutley
va—are increasingly incorporating digital
Street, Fairfax, VA 22031. Tel: (617)
inputs, so that the high-quality D/A and
314-9296. Fax: (703) 940-2442.
analog output sections can also be used for
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data from a computer, or from inexpensive WiFi streamers such as the Sonos
ZP90 or Logitech Squeezebox.
British company dCS made its reputation as a pro-audio manufacturer, but
entered high-end audio with a superbsounding D/A converter, the Elgar, in 1997.
This was based on a proprietary discrete
DAC circuit called the Ring DAC, a 5-bit
converter running at a 64x oversampling
rate: 2.822MHz for 44.1kHz-based data,
3.07MHz for 48kHz-sampled data and its
multiples. (Not coincidentally, 2.822MHz
is the sample rate used for DSD.) The
company went through some changes
in recent years, and, following its acqui-

sition a few years back by David Steven,
a veteran of the Scottish audio industry,
dCS decided to concentrate on high-end
audio. Sadly, David passed away last February (see “As We See It,” p.3), but not
before establishing a new range of dCS
products worldwide, including the fourbox Scarlatti SACD playback system that
Michael Fremer raved about in our August
2009 issue. dCS is now run by David’s son,
also a David. When, last summer, I interrupted a brief vacation in the UK to visit
the dCS headquarters in Saffron Walden,
near Cambridge, I was impressed by the
younger David Steven’s grasp of the highend industry and the high-end audio ethos.

Puccini
Though expensive in absolute terms at
$17,999, the subject of this review, the
Puccini, is the least expensive model in
the new dCS line. A one-box SACD/
CD player with both balanced and unbalanced analog outputs, it also has pairs
of digital inputs and outputs, and can
be used with an external master word
clock, the Puccini U-Clock ($4999),
which includes a USB input.
I reviewed the first single-box SACD
player to come from dCS, the P8i, in
April 2006 (see www.stereophile.com/
hirezplayers/406dcs), and was well impressed by its performance. “For a clas-

M E A S U R E M E N TS

I

examined the measured behavior of the dCS Puccini
using the Audio Precision SYS2722 system (see
www.ap.com and “As We See It” in the January 2008
issue, www.stereophile.com/asweseeit/108awsi),
as well as, for some tests, my Audio Precision System
One Dual Domain. To examine the performance of the
U-Clock’s asynchronous USB input, I drove it with the
USB 2.0 output of my MacBook running OS10.4.11,
playing WAV files using Bias Peak 6.2.
The Puccini had the best error correction I have encountered, not suffering from occasional glitches in its audio
output until the gaps in the data spiral of the Pierre Verany
Test CD reached 3mm in length. This is even better than the
top-line dCS Scarlatti player, which Michael Fremer reviewed
last August. With 4m gaps in the data, the player muted
its output once per revolution, but was still able to track
the data spiral. The Puccini’s S/PDIF input locked to audio
data with sample rates of 32, 44.1, 48, 88.2, and 96kHz.
The maximum output level was to specification, at 1.97V or
6.05V RMS from both the balanced and unbalanced jacks,
and both outputs preserved absolute polarity—ie, were
non-inverting—with the XLRs wired with pin 2 hot. The
source impedance from the balanced jacks was an extremely
low 3 ohms at all audio frequencies, rising to a still very
low 52 ohms from the unbalanced jacks, as specified.
To test the Puccini’s performance as an SACD player,
I used the Sony test disc. The red trace in fig.1 shows
the response with SACD playback with Filter 1, the factory
default setting. The output starts to roll off relatively
gently above 40kHz, reaching –3dB at 70kHz and –10dB
at 93kHz. To my surprise, given that it is specified as rolling
off a little earlier, Filter 2 had an identical response,
though Filter 3 (magenta trace) and Filter 4 did progressively curtail the Puccini’s ultrasonic output. These filters
are also operational when the Puccini upsamples CD data
to DSD. Looking at the player’s output while it played a
CD with a series of single-sample, full-scale positive pulses
revealed that these filters are conventional finite-impulse
response types, there being an equal amount of ringing
before and after the pulse (not shown).
Fig.2 shows the Puccini’s frequency response with PCM
data fed to its S/PDIF input. Other than with 32kHz-sampled
data (green trace), the output is flat in the audioband, with

then a steep rolloff above 19kHz for CD data (magenta) and
above 40kHz (96kHz data). For reference, the rightmost red
trace shows the response for SACD playback using Filter 1.
Channel separation (not shown) was superb, at better than
100dB in both directions in the audioband.
For consistency with my tests of digital components, I
examine resolution by sweeping a 1⁄3-octave-wide bandpass filter from 20kHz to 20Hz while the device under
test decodes dithered data representing a 1kHz tone at
–90dBFS. The top pair of traces below 6kHz in fig.3 show
what happens with the Puccini decoding 16-bit data
from CD: the trace peaks at exactly –90dBFS, suggesting
minimal linearity error, while the noise floor is free from
harmonic- or power-supply–related spuriae. These plots
actually show the spectrum of the dither used to encode
the data. Switching to the S/PDIF input and increasing the
word length to 24 bits gave the middle pair of traces in
fig.3: the noise floor has dropped by 16dB or so, suggesting close to 19-bit resolution. The top traces above 6kHz
were taken with the Puccini playing an SACD. The high
level of RF noise inherent in DSD encoding leaks past the
bandpass filter’s “skirts,” making it look as if the noise floor
is rising in the top two octaves, but this is a false impression.
There is a touch more LF noise with DSD data than with
24-bit PCM data, however. The bottom pair of traces in
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Fig.1 dCS Puccini, SACD frequency response at –3dBFS into 100k ohms
with Filters 1 & 2 (red), Filter 3 (magenta), Filter 4 (gray). (1dB/
vertical div.)
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the reconstruction Filter choice for CD
and SACD playback (four are provided,
with increasing degrees of ultrasonic rolloff), and digital input selection, all of
which can be selected only on the front
panel, via the Menu tree. The Menu,
however, also offers a wealth of secondary functions, such as polarity inversion,
Channel ID and polarity check tones,
display options, layer selection for hybrid
SACDs, and setting the maximum output level to 2V or 6V RMS. There’s also
a Factory Reset function!
One small operational niggle: The
front-panel Open/Stop button acts as a
Mute when a digital input is selected. I

Discs are loaded on an elegant, slim
drawer mounted on the right of the
player’s gracefully carved front panel.
The central blue LCD display is, thankfully, large enough to see from my
listening chair, while an array of 10 pushbuttons to the left of the display (these
arranged in two subtly converging rows
of five each) control the Puccini’s functions, which include, as well as the usual
transport functions, Volume and Menu.
These are duplicated on the remote (a
rather cheesy plastic thing, that will be
replaced by the time you read this by a
chunky metal remote), along with direct
access to the Balance and Mute controls,

sical music lover assembling a collection
of SACDs who still wants the best sound
from his CD library, the dCS P8i used
straight into the power amps is almost as
good as it can get,” I concluded.
But there was trouble in paradise.
The Philips transport mechanism used
in the P8i proved, over the long haul,
to be as unreliable in the dCS player as
it was in contemporaneous SACD players from Krell and Musical Fidelity. The
Puccini, therefore, uses a high-quality
transport mechanism from Japanese
company Esoteric, the UMK5. Though
an expensive part, it has so far proved
bombproof in use.

fig.3 shows the spectrum with the Puccini fed dithered
24-bit data representing a 1kHz tone at –120dBFS. The
tone is readily resolved, with again no harmonic or supplyrelated spuriae visible, other than the suggestion of some
very-low-level spectral content at 180Hz.
Fig.4 repeats the spectral analysis of the tones in fig.3,
but now using an FFT technique and a linear rather than a
logarithmic frequency scale. Again, increasing the bit depth
from 16 to 24 drops the noise floor by around 16dB.There
is no rise in the noise above 6kHz with DSD data (gray and
green traces), but a spectral line is visible at 625Hz with
DSD data (green trace) that is not present with PCM data.
This tone was also present with the dCS Scarlatti: When,
after its publication, I discussed the Scarlatti review with
dCS engineer Andy McHarg, he told me that this tone will
be eliminated in a forthcoming firmware update for first
the Scarlatti, then the Puccini. As it lies at –120dBFS, this
idle tone will be subjectively innocuous.
Looking at the Puccini’s linearity error with my usual
16-bit fade-to-noise test, all the graph showed was the effect of the recorded dither noise, so I haven’t published it.
With 24-bit data, the linearity error was negligible down to
below –120dBFS (also not shown). With its very low levels
of analog noise and linearity error, it was not surprising
that the Puccini’s reproduction of an undithered sinewave

at exactly –90.31dBFS, which is described by just three DC
voltage levels, was essentially perfect. Increasing the word
length to 24 bits or changing to SACD playback of a tone
at the same level gave the same result: a superbly defined
sinewave, despite the very low signal level.
The Puccini’s output stage appears to be bombproof.
Whether it was driving the benign 100k ohm load or the
punishing 600 ohm load, the harmonic distortion in its
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Fig.3 dCS Puccini, ⁄3-octave spectrum with noise and spuriae of dithered
1kHz tone at –90dBFS with 16-bit data (top), 24-bit data (middle
at 2kHz), DSD data (top trace at 20kHz), dithered 1kHz tone at
–120dBFS with 24-bit data (bottom at 1kHz). (Right channel dashed.)
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Fig.2 dCS Puccini, SACD frequency response at –3dBFS into 100k ohms
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Fig.4 dCS Puccini, FFT-derived spectrum with noise and spuriae of
dithered 1kHz tone at –90dBFS with 16-bit external data (left
channel cyan, right magenta), 24-bit data (left channel blue, right
red), DSD data (left channel green, right channel gray).
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kept finding myself walking over to the
player to play a disc after I’d been playing audio from my computer, only to
remember that, to select disc playback
before I could load the disc, I needed
either to navigate the Menu tree, or go
back to my chair to fetch the remote.
Like its predecessor, the Puccini uses
dCS’s Ring DAC, clocked either by a
high-precision, voltage-controlled crystal
oscillator, or by an external word-clock
signal fed to the appropriate 75 ohm BNC
input jack. For SACD playback, the DSD
datastream is fed directly to the DAC;
when a CD is played, the “Red Book”
data can be played as straight PCM or

upsampled to DSD, this selectable with
the Menu button. A choice of four reconstruction filters is provided for CD playback, these again selected by the Menu
button. With the firmware upgrade (see
later), the Puccini will upsample PCM
data fed to the external inputs. The digital outputs are disabled when the Puccini
plays SACDs; they are also disabled when
one of the external data inputs is being
used. When one of the external inputs
is in use and lock has been achieved, the
Puccini’s display helpfully shows the bit
depth and sample rate.
Internally, the Puccini is dominated
by two large printed circuit boards.

The Ring DAC board, with its powersupply regulators and class-A analog
output circuitry, is immediately behind
the front panel. Behind it is the Control board, with the power supply, the
microcontroller, the digital input/output circuitry and its associated phaselocked loop and crystal-controlled
clocks, and the DSP section.
The Puccini is available in silver or
black. I found it visually stunning, and
considerably more elegant than the
rather industrial-looking Scarlatti.
Asynchrony
Visually, the slim U-Clock echoes the

measurements, continued
output was very low and composed of the second and third
harmonics (fig.5), which are subjectively innocuous even
at levels 1000 times higher than they are in the Puccini.
Similarly, intermodulation distortion was also extremely low,
even into 600 ohms (fig.6).
Used as a CD player, the Puccini was excellent at rejecting
word-clock jitter. With the U-Clock connected to its wordclock input and playing a CD carrying the Miller/Dunn J-Test
signal, there were no sidebands identifiable in the player’s
analog output, and the jitter level was below the resolution
of the Miller Jitter Analyzer. Using the player’s internal clock
did give a measured figure of 105 picoseconds peak–peak
of jitter, though this is at the very limit of resolution of the
Miller Analyzer. With the Puccini fed external PCM data,
there was some dependence on the source. In the worst
case, using my lab PC with its RME soundcard to output,
via 15’ of TosLink cable, data that I then converted to coaxial
S/PDIF with an antique Sonic Solutions format converter,
I managed to measure 450ps p–p of jitter, with most of
the energy in pairs of sidebands at ±60Hz and ±229Hz.
This is still low in absolute terms, however; and using
higher-quality S/PDIF sources again dropped the jitter
below the analyzer’s own resolution limit.
With USB data from my MacBook, the effectiveness of
dCS’s asynchronous operation can be seen by looking at

fig.7. The measured jitter level was just 79ps p–p, due to a
single sideband pair at ±60Hz (with, again, the caveat that
this figure is at or below the analyzer’s limit of resolution).
The dCS Puccini U-Clock joins Ayre’s QB-9 and the Wavelength Cosecant in demonstrating the advantages of using
the USB interface in asynchronous rather than adaptive
isochronous mode.
In all aspects of performance, the dCS Puccini offers
state-of-the-art measured performance.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.5 dCS Puccini, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave at 0dBFS into 600 ohms,
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Fig.7 dCS Puccini, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal,
11.025kHz at –6dBFS, sampled at 44.1kHz with LSB toggled at
229Hz, 16-bit USB data. Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz;
frequency range, ±3.5kHz (left channel blue, right red).
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Puccini’s asymmetrically bowed front
panel. Like the earlier dCS Verona, which
I reviewed in March 2005 (see www.ster
eophile.com/digitalprocessors/305dcs), it
provides the Puccini, via one of four BNC
jacks, with a very stable word-clock signal
switchable between 44.1 and 48kHz. The
master clock can be switched between
dithered and undithered
operation—undithered
clock operation might be
thought theoretically better, but, as I wrote in my
Verona review, the use of
a small amount of random
dither avoids the “dead zone”
that receivers using a phaselocked loop with a very
narrow acceptance window can suffer from.1 The
dither is said to ensure that the
receiving PLL remains locked to
the U-Clock’s output with the minimum of jitter. (The dither itself is filtered
out by the PLL.)
The U-Clock’s rear panel also offers two S/PDIF digital audio outputs
that echo the audio data fed to the USB
input. Like the Ayre and Wavelength
DACs,2 the U-Clock’s USB port uses
a Texas Instruments TAS1020B USB
receiver chip operating in what’s called
“asynchronous” mode. (This is not to be
confused with the asynchronous samplerate conversion used by digital processors
like the Musical Fidelity V-DAC, which
I write about elsewhere in this issue, or
the Benchmark DAC 1.) Almost all USB
DACs operate in what’s called adaptive
isochronous USB mode, which means
they have to adjust the frequency of their
master-clock oscillator every millisecond to match the rate of the data being
streamed from the host PC. This inevitably leads to increased jitter that potentially degrades ultimate sound quality. By
contrast, the asynchronous mode slaves
the PC to a high-precision, fixed-frequency master clock in the DAC (Ayre,
Wavelength) or the U-Clock. In theory,
1 In general, the tighter the PLL’s acceptance window, the lower the jitter, but the longer the PLL will
take to lock to an incoming datastream. Courtesy of
Mark Gurvey of Esoteric USA, I experimented with
the ultra-high-precision, rubidium-based Esoteric
G-0Rb “atomic” master clock (though not with the
Puccini, please note). The measured results were unpredictable—whether or not the external clock made
the result better depended entirely on the design of
a particular DAC’s word-clock input circuit. It can’t
be taken as a general rule, therefore, that an external
clock generator will result in lower jitter.
2 For the TAS1020B’s embedded microcontroller
Ayre uses the Streamlength code, developed by Wavelength’s Gordon Rankin. dCS’s Andy McHarg wrote
his own code for the U-Clock’s TI chip.

this eliminates jitter entirely.
When the Puccini is clocked by the
U-Clock, the former’s display shows
a pair of meshing gear wheels that solidify when lock is achieved. To decode
USB-derived data, one of the U-Clock’s
S/PDIF outputs must be connected to
the Puccini player’s digital inputs. When
you hook up the U-

The Puccini uses a premium Esoteric transport.

Clock to your computer, it identifies
itself as “dCS Puccini Clock” and, somewhat confusingly, both sample-rate LEDs
on the front panel illuminate.
The U-Clock will handle USB data
with sample rates from 32 to 96kHz
and bit depths up to 24. However, the
U-Clock acts as a master clock when
the Puccini is playing SACDs or CDs;
when using one of its two S/PDIF inputs, the Puccini uses its phase-locked
loop to clock the data. However, when
it is receiving USB-derived data from
the U-Clock, that input must be wordclock–synchronized to the U-Clock. It
will still play music without word-clock
lock, but I heard occasional plops as the
source sample rate gradually drifted out
of sync with the Puccini’s own clock.
My only quibble with the U-Clock
was that its four front-panel blue LEDs
are very bright.
Sound
Before I did any serious auditioning, I
updated the Puccini’s firmware. (Shades
of the Boulder disc player I reviewed in
July, whose firmware I also had to update during the review—audio components are increasingly being transformed
into application-specific computers!)
The new software was provided on a
CD-ROM, and the instructions on how
to use the player’s Menu buttons to load
the new software from the disc were
straightforward. Even so, I breathed a
sigh of relief when the procedure had
finished and the display showed me that

the new versions were operational.
Despite the wide range of operational modes possible with the Puccini,
I ended up using it to upsample CDs to
DSD, and played both CDs and SACDs
back with Filter 1, which offers the widest ultrasonic bandwidth. After some
experimentation, I used the dither on
the U-Clock, as I had with the original
dCS Verona. And while the Puccini is
definitely a top-rank player when used
alone, the silences between the notes
were blacker when clocked from the
U-Clock, particularly with SACDs. Interestingly, with CDs I heard a greater
difference when I removed the U-Clock
from the system than when I inserted it,
in that soundstages flattened a little and
the musical flow became less expansive.
The thing that most struck me when
I began auditioning the Puccini was
that I could hear more reverberation
and more spacious soundstages than I
was used to, even from recordings that
I had engineered, mixed, and mastered
myself. On “Things I Didn’t Know I
Loved,” Tim Takach’s setting of the
poem by Turkish poet Nazim Hikmet,
the world-premiere recording of which
appears on Cantus’s 2008 release While
You Are Alive (CD, Cantus CTS-1208),
there was a slightly but significantly
greater degree of space around the
singers. In that respect, in fact, the CD
sounded more like the hi-rez 24/88.2
master files. So I played those files back
from my Mac mini via USB. Indeed,
the difference between the CD’s spatial
representation and that of the master file
was less than I remembered.
The same was true for my current
recording project, pianist Robert Silverman performing Brahms’ Handel
Variations and Schumann’s Symphonic
Études (scheduled for release in late
spring 2010). I had recorded Robert in
the same location, the Sauder Concert
Hall at Goshen College, Indiana, where
I had made the 2008 Cantus album, and
with a very similar miking technique. I
had wanted the piano to sound relatively close, but with enough of the hall’s
bloom surrounding its image to flesh
out the presentation. With the master
files played back via the U-Clock and
Puccini, the reverberation sounded a
little richer, and a little more coherent,
than I had anticipated. And I couldn’t
hear a significant difference between
the USB connection and the same files
fed to the Puccini’s S/PDIF input.
The Puccini’s midrange clarity and
definition were among the best I have
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experienced from digital. Even in halfcentury
-old mono, Coleman Hawkins’
tenor saxophone on The Hawk Flies High
(SACD, Riverside/Mobile Fidelity Sound
Lab UDSACD 2030) had a palpability
and solidity that effortlessly drew me
into the music. And with a 21st-century
SACD—the often thrilling if always
idiosyncratic performance of Bach’s
Brandenburg Concertos by Richard
Egarr and the Academy of Ancient
Music (Harmonia Mundi USA HMU
807461.62)—the U-Clocked Puccini created a broad, expansive sweep of sound,
with the sounds of the low-pitched instruments accurately presented.
I kept returning to piano recordings
throughout my time with the Puccini.
The dCS system loved the sound of
this instrument, whether it was the
horribly out-of-tune upright on David
Ackles’ classic “Down River,” from his
eponymous debut album (CD, Elektra), or the well-set-up Steinway D on
my 1993 recording of Robert Silverman performing Liszt’s monumental
Sonata in b, on Sonata (CD, Stereophile
STPH008-2)—which iTunes, in Shuffle
mode, played in succession. Coincidentally, I was archiving the 20-bit master
files for Sonata to DVD around the
same time, so I played those through
the Puccini via USB. Ahh. As proud as
I am of the sound of the CD, the 20bit files still had a touch more authority,
and more image palpability.
Even so, Sonata didn’t approach Zenph Studios’ recent re-creation of Rachmaninoff performing his arrangement
of Kreisler’s Liebeslied, from Rachmaninoff Plays Rachmaninoff (CD, RCA Red
Seal 748971). Recorded by Richard King
with three DPA4006 omnis, this is perhaps the best recording of a piano I have
heard. Upsampled to DSD by the Puccini and clocked by the U-Clock, there
was a richness, a believability to the
sound of the restored 1909 Steinway D
on the Simaudio-driven Aerial 20T V2s
that almost made me forget I was listening to recorded sound. Almost.
The Puccini’s low frequencies had
a convincing combination of pat and
purr. Tony Levin’s double-stopped
bass-guitar riff on “Don’t Give Up,”
from Peter Gabriel’s So (SACD/CD,
Geffen Chronicles 069 0493 626-2),
hung in space at the front of the stage,
superbly separated from the synths that
paint the backing wash of sound and
from Gabriel’s plaintive baritone. And
when Levin plays a single line in the
song’s coda, with much of its energy

in the same register as the accompanying kick drum, there was no confusion
between the two instruments. Similarly,
in Quincy Jones’ kickass arrangement
of Marvin Gaye’s “What’s Going On?,”
from Jones’ Smackwater Jack (CD, A&M
393 037-2), the switching between the
funky bass lines of Ray Brown’s acoustic instrument underlying the intro
and the almost identical groove in the

The Puccini’s interior is dominated by two
large printed circuit boards.

verses from Chuck Rainey’s electric
instrument was maximally clear. And
when the arrangement switches back
to a swinging four-in-the-bar from Ray
Brown for Hubert Laws’ flute solo and
Freddie Hubbard’s flugelhorn solo, the
hardware stepped out of the way to let
the music rock!
Played back via USB and the UClock, one of my 2009 “Records To
Die For,” the Dunedin Consort’s performance of J.S. Bach’s St. Matthew
Passion (Linn Records 24-bit/88.2kHz
Studio Master FLAC files), demonstrated everything the Puccini did right:
the stately dotted ostinato of the opening chorale and its dark-hued baroque
oboes, the fragile, exposed nature of the
solo voices and the one-to-a-part chorus,
the gruff quality of the double basses,
the dome of ambience surrounding
the minimal forces—all were presented
with palpability and a righteous sense of
musical flow.
Comparisons
The two disc players residing in my
system before the arrival of the dCS
Puccini, the Ayre C-5xeMP and the
Meridian 808i.2, are among the finest
I have auditioned. How did the newcomer fare?
For these comparisons, I matched
levels at 1kHz to within 0.1dB. For the
first series of tests, I drove one of the
Puccini’s digital inputs with the digital
output of the Ayre, or one of the Meridian’s inputs with the Puccini’s data

output. This way, there would be no
synchronization artifacts that would indicate when a switch was made. However, this did handicap the slaved player:
it would be clocked not internally, but
by the phase-locked loop of its data
receiver. I therefore also performed
side-by-side comparisons with all three
players playing copies of the same disc.
First, comparing the dCS with the Ayre,
the sounds of the players were virtually
identical on SACD. If there was a difference, it wasn’t one I could use to tell
which machine was playing (at least in
the context of my system). On CD, with
the Puccini upsampling to DSD and the
Ayre using its MP filter, low frequencies
sounded equally full and well defined.
The Ayre’s soundstage was set a little
farther back than the dCS’s, though
the Puccini presented individual images
within that stage in a slightly more
delineated, slightly less palpable manner. The Ayre’s highs sounded slightly
wispier on close-miked violins (the
performance of Mozart’s Piano Quartet in g on Editor’s Choice, Stereophile
STPH016-2), the Puccini very slightly
airier, but at this level of performance,
the differences were small.
The Meridian, with its apodizing filter,
excels at CD reproduction but won’t
play SACDs, of course. Again with levels
matched at 1kHz, the audible differences
were very small. In the end, I slightly
preferred the Meridian, which I felt offered a small improvement in image palpability but a slight loss in low-frequency
tautness. I will discuss these comparisons
in more detail in a future issue.
Summing Up
At $17,995, the dCS Puccini player is
expensive but sounds excellent. Adding the U-Clock takes its sound quality to the max and adds the USB input,
which will become increasingly relevant as audiophiles transfer their music collections to hard drives. Overall,
there was something very right about
the sound of the dCS Puccini system,
not only when playing SACDs (which
always tend to sound good) or wellrecorded CDs, but also when playing
PCM data sourced from my Mac mini
via USB and the U-Clock.
Playing CDs, the Meridian 808i.2, with
its apodizing filter, still leads the field, but
as dCS uses a programmable FPGA as
the base for its DSP engine, I wouldn’t
be surprised if they also introduce more
filters for the Puccini in the future.
Highly recommended.
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for the dCS players.
dCS Puccini SACD/CD player
When I reviewed the Puccini, it
with v1.20 firmware upgrade
was running v1.12 of the firmware.
Since I reviewed this $17,999 SACD/
Last April I received an early version
CD player1 and the matching $4999
of the v1.2 firmware, in the form of
U-Clock for the November 2009
a Zipped WAV file.2 The firmware
issue (www.stereophile.com/hirez
upgrade is performed by burning the
players/dcs_puccini_sacd_playback_
unpacked WAV file to CD-R, then
system), it has been my workhorse
playing it in the Puccini. The process
for both reviewing duties and listenis pretty much automatic, though it
ing pleasure. The U-Clock’s ability
does take about 30 minutes.
to accept USB data in an asynchroThe v1.2 upgrade eliminates the
nous manner has allowed playback of
very low-level, low-frequency idle
computer files via iTunes, using the
Pure Music front-end app, to equal Fig.1 dCS Puccini, CD playback with Classic filter, response tone I had found with SACD playback
to single sample at 0dBFS (4ms time window).
in my review (see fig.5 at www.ste
the sound of optical discs in my system. High-resolution downloads—
reophile.com/hirezplayers/dcs_puc
such as John Butt and the Dunecini_sacd_playback_system/index6.
html), and also fixes a couple of opdin Consort’s new recording of J.S.
Bach’s B Minor Mass (24-bit/88.2kHz
erational issues. But what I was most
FLAC, Linn Records), and the 2007
interested in were the new low-pass
recording of Stanford’s Songs of the Sea
filters available for CD playback and
by Richard Hickox conducting the
external 44.1kHz-sampled data. (A
BBC National Orchestra of Wales,
decade ago, audio writer David Rich
with solo baritone Gerald Finley
predicted that, eventually, reviewers
(24-bit/88.2kHz FLAC, Chandos/
would be listening only to different
HDtracks)—have filled my listening
digital filters!) Three new filters are
room with high-end sound and my
available; the Filter option in the Setheart with high-end music.
tings menu now has a menu allowing
But with regular CD playback, a
the user to choose between the four
small voice at the back of my mind Fig.2 dCS Puccini, CD playback with Long filter, response
DSD filters already available and the
to single sample at 0dBFS (4ms time window).
kept reminiscing about the sound
three new DSP filters. Pressing Filter
of the Meridian 808i Signature CD
on the remote control shows on the
player, which I’d reviewed in April
Puccini’s display which filter is being
2009. The Meridian had featured Peter of the Puccini, and even though I didn’t used; subsequent button presses cycle
Craven’s so-called “apodizing filter,” feel its bass had quite the tautness of the through the different filters.
which replaces the usual time-sym- dCS’s, there was something very right
The first of the new filters, Classic,
metric, linear-phase, low-pass digital about how the Meridian 808i repro- has the same linear-phase characterreconstruction filter, with its pre- and duced recorded soundstages.
istic as the earlier filters. Fig.1 shows
post-ringing on transients, with a minOnce someone does something of its measured impulse response: ignore
imum-phase low-pass filter whose first benefit, it’s never very long before oth- the oscilloscope’s LSB toggling; the
null is at the original Nyquist frequen- ers do likewise. In spring 2009, Ayre pre- and postringing actually show the
cy. This kills all the ringing from the Acoustics introduced what they called coefficient values of the Finite Impulse
original A/D converter, replacing the the “MP” upgrade for their C-5xe Response (FIR) filter. The second filpreresponse ringing with postresponse universal and C-7xe CD players. This ter, Long, is said to have better antiringing from the new filter. As this new offered both a minimum-phase filter imaging performance than Classic. Its
ringing is both natural (in that it occurs similar to Meridian’s, as well as one with impulse response (fig.2) reveals that it,
after the event) and takes place entirely a slower rolloff that Wes Phillips felt too, is a symmetrical FIR type, and it
within the human auditory system’s sounded better (see www.stereophile. doesn’t look much different from Clasmasking time interval, the data would com/hirezplayers/705ayre/index8. sic on the scale this graph was taken.
be audibly cleaner. I had had the Me- html), and that is also available in Ayre’s The final filter, Asym, is free from preridian in my listening room for about a QB-9 USB-input D/A processor. When ringing (fig.3) but has a larger degree of
week after I received the review sample I visited dCS in summer 2009 to get postringing. Its impulse response looks
background on my then-forthcoming very similar to those of the Meridian
1 dCS (Data Conversion Systems), Ltd., Mull House,
review, digital engineer Andy McHarg and Ayre filters.
Great Chesterford Court, Great Chesterford, Saffron
Walden CB10 1PF, England, UK. Web: www.dcsltd.
told me that he was investigating differco.uk. US distributor: dCS America, PO Box 544,
This was actually the beta release of the v1.20 firment digital filters, some of which would 2ware,
3057 Nutley Street, Fairfax, VA 22031. Tel: (617) 314termed by dCS v1z20. The formal release will
9296. Fax: (703) 940-2442.
be incorporated in a firmware upgrade be available by the time you read these words.
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Fig.4 shows the frequency rebloom quite as fully as it did with
CD data upsampled to DSD and
sponses of the four filters, taken
played back with DSD Filter 1.
with 500Hz-spaced spot tones in
But with the Asym filter, the picthe 1⁄3-octave below half the sample
rate to reveal the differences. (Note
ture changed. While I still couldn’t
this graph’s much-expanded vertical
hear any difference in direct A/B
scale.) To my surprise, there was vircomparisons, longer-term listening
revealed that the Asym filter was close
tually no difference in the responses
to what I remembered of the Meridof the three filters: Classic (blue and
red traces), Long (cyan and maian 808i Signature player’s sound. Ingenta), and Asym (green and gray).
dividual acoustic objects were that bit
What surprised me even more was
better modeled and less like theatrical
that there was a difference between Fig.3 dCS Puccini, CD playback with Asym filter, response
flats on the soundstage, and there was
the left and right channels. The right
a greater ease to the sound.
to single sample at 0dBFS (4ms time window).
channel (red, magenta, and gray tracWhile writing this Follow-Up I
was mixing my recording of Attenes) started to smoothly roll off above
8kHz, reaching –0.05dB at 19.5kHz.
tion Screen’s April 2010 concerts at
By contrast, the left channel (blue,
the Yamaha Artists Services Salon,
cyan, green) was flat to 20kHz, but
and the rendered 16-bit/44.1kHz verwith small ripples evident. I checked
sions of the mixes sounded, in terms
the impulse responses for both chanof the spatial relationships between
the instruments, a little closer to the
nels with all three filters and they
original 24-bit/88.2kHz files when
were all correct, so I’m not sure what
played on the Puccini with the Asym
is causing this difference. No audible
filter. I suppose you could say that the
problems should result from this inmusic flowed more easily, or even
terchannel difference.
made more sense, though I am loath
And what matters, of course, is
to ascribe musical values to sound
how these filters sound. To cut a long
quality (pace Michael Lavorgna).
story short, I could hear no substanPuccini, CD frequency response with Classic
The v1.20 firmware update takes
tive difference between Classic and Fig.4 dCS
(left channel blue, right red), Long (left cyan, right
the dCS Puccini’s performance even
Long. In either A/B comparisons
magenta), and Asym (left green, right gray) filters
(0.1dB/vertical div.).
further into Class A+ territory. It
or over extended periods of listencontinues to offer the best digital
ing, the Puccini’s sound remained
pretty much as described in my origi- definition, and a spacious, well-defined playback I have heard in my system.
nal review: superb midrange clarity and soundstage, though the latter didn’t
—John Atkinson
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